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Review, Ivana Neimarević 
 
The state of contemporary music and the place it occupies in a society, so often can 
serve as a 'litmus' of wider state of cultural and political conditions in certain state or 
region; qualities like open-mindedness, willingness to experiment, multiplicity of 
ideas, flexibility and presence of structures which are there to support creativity in all 
its expressions – or their absence – can give us a sense of direction in which society is 
heading. The daring sonic experiments of the 1950's and 1960's, new directions in the 
1970's, pluralism of styles and expressions of the 1980's and 1990's all happened on 
the “big public stage”, created by network of public broadcasting services, big festi-
vals and concert series, summer academies and state funded cultural institutions. 
Unfortunately, there are a few parallels that could be drawn between the former 
times and the present, with the physical 'spaces' for contemporary music diminishing 
ever more and the funding for these kind of events all but disappearing in the budg-
ets of state-funded institutions. In this reductive framework, new spaces had to be 
created, for the performance, as well as for the reflection, thought and dialogue. 
The series of forums dedicated to new works by contemporary Serbian composers 
was established by the Centre for Music Action, founded and led by the composer 
and music writer Ivana Stefanović. The series was supported by Sokoj - Serbian Mu-
sic Authors' Organization, an institution that from its foundation was dedicated to 
shaping cultural policy strategies and creating a supportive environment for musical 
creativity, and which, in the last few years has established itself as if not the only, 
than the main and biggest supporter of the contemporary music scene in all its gen-
res. The tradition of forums, discussions or “round tables” on various questions re-
lated to contemporary music, has been present for decades on Serbia's cultural scene 
– in previous times, important and well establish cycles of lectures and discussions 
were organized and broadcast on Radio Belgrade's programs. An equally lively 
'scene' for exchange of opinions existed since early 1980's at Sokoj's Music Infor-
mation Centre until its closure in 2009. This is the reason, perhaps, that these two in-
stitutions – Sokoj and Radio Belgrade, seemed "natural partners" for this new series 
of discussions, which premiered in 2014. In cooperation with editors of Radio Bel-
grade, Ivana Stefanović envisioned a series of meetings and debates which could cre-
ate new space for contemporary music – a space where creativity, interpretation and 
theoretical reflection meet. Suitably titled “New Sound Spaces”, these forums had a 
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very unique approach to discussing new compositions which would always encom-
pass three perspectives: that of a composer, of a performer and theo-
rist/musicologists, in order to give a more comprehensive but at the same time par-
ticular insight in every presented work. Moderated by Zorica Premate, editor of Ra-
dio Belgrade 2, these forums were organized approximately six times per year, in the 
premises of the Composers' Association of Serbia, and the recordings of each session 
were later broadcast in its entirety on Radio Belgrade's Third program. With every 
passing year, the number of astute written essays, intriguing discussions, insightful 
remarks and provoking questions posed at these forums was multiplying, becoming 
a testimony to a stimulating intellectual exchange and a valuable document of local 
creative and theoretical trends, as well as the accomplishments of the participants in 
these events.  
In order to build the legacy of these stimulating meetings and enrich the (relatively 
scarce) production of printed articles on contemporary Serbian music, the Centre for 
Music Action published a documentation about these forums: 34 essays of musicolo-
gist that presented the works to the public, as well as 56 transcripts of interviews 
with participating composers and performers, in a compendium titled “New Sound 
Spaces Forum”. The publication combines the materials from the forums held be-
tween November of 2014 and May of 2019. In course of these five years 29 forums 
were held, 34 works composed by 25 authors were presented and almost 70 partici-
pants took part in discussions and presentations of some of the most intriguing new 
works by Serbian composers.  
Even the briefest overview of the materials displayed in this compendium reveals an 
abundance of information about scope, ambitions, variety of approaches, styles or 
genres of works presented, as well as the diversity of authors in age, gender and 
fields of interests. Of 25 authors in total, eleven are female and fourteen are male, but 
a more detailed analysis shows a very interesting peculiarity of Serbian music scene 
at this moment – while in the older generation of authors, born between mid-1930's 
and mid- 1950's, composers are predominantly male, from 1960's onward, it is the 
females who dominate the scene. Among them, the very youngest – Milica Đorđević 
(b.1984) and Svetlana Maraš (b.1985), have already impressive carriers, being award-
ed prestigious prizes like “Ernst von Siemens” and recommendations at the Interna-
tional Rostrum of Composers, respectively. At the opposite pole stands Mirjana Živ-
ković (1935–2020), a pupil of Nadia Boulanger and Olivier Messiaen and one of the 
most influential professors of harmony at the Faculty of Music in Belgrade, whose 
compositions reveal an author of melodic and emotional abundance. In-between is 
the whole spectrum of exceptionally interesting and singularly creative personalities 
– Ivana Stefanović (b.1949) with her poetic radiophonic pieces; Katarina Miljković 
(b.1959) with her effective combination of acoustic and electronic media; internation-
ally one of the most successful composers from Serbia, the uniquely talented, but 
sadly recently deceased Isidora Žebeljan (1967–2020); US-based Aleksandra Vrebalov 
(b.1970) with her deep emotional layering of folklore-inspired material; professors 
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and lecturers at the Faculty of Music in Belgrade Svetlana Savić (b. 1971) and Branka 
Popović (b.1977), with their impressive works for voice and acoustic or elec-
tro/acoustic media; Ivana Ognjanović (b.1971), who after a longer hiatus produced a 
compelling piece for symphonic orchestra and electronics; and last, but certainly not 
the least, Jasna Veličković (b.1974) with her unbound creativity, who created an en-
tirely new musical instrument called the “Velikon”, based on e-bows and the use of 
magnetic fields, and who masterly demonstrated its finess and versatility in front of 
the audience of one of the forums.  
An equally broad scope of authors and themes was present at the events dedicated to 
the works of our male composers – the oldest, but still very active generation of au-
thors born in the 1930's, presented their latest works: with song cycles with orchestra 
(Rajko Maksimović, b.1935), piece for choir and symphonic orchestra (Vladan Ra-
dovanović, b.1932) and opera (Dejan Despić, b.1930). Composers of the “older mid-
dle generation” (Srđan Hofman, b.1944; Milan Mihajlović, b.1945, Vlastimir 
Trajković, 1947–2017; Vladimir Tošić, b.1949; Zoran Erić, b.1950; Miroslav Savić, 
b.1954; Miloš Zatkalik, b.1954; Jugoslav Bošnjak, 1954–2018), who have all experi-
mented in various genres (from electronic, to electro-acoustic music, and traditional 
acoustic medium), and different stylistic approaches (Modernism, Postmodernism, 
Minimalism, Neo-classicism, etc.) during the course of their carriers, presented some 
of their mature works, where compositional mastery and playfulness with technique 
are combined with the depth and acumen acquired by their long professional experi-
ence. The younger generation was also represented with works by academically suc-
cessful Ivan Brkljačić (b.1977), Đuro Živković (b.1975) and Marko Nikodijević 
(b.1980), two composers who have been living outside Serbia for years, but who are 
internationally some of the most acclaimed and performed authors coming from this 
region.  
The sheer diversity of the works presented in the compendium “New Sound Spaces 
Forum”, indicates the profusion of styles and compositional dispositions, which were 
analyzed, interpreted, explained and clarified in the essays written by 28 authors 
(predominantly musicologists, but also composers and music/multimedia theorists), 
adding to/giving these compositions much welcomed esthetic and theoretical reflec-
tion.  Some of the essays (written by Zorica Makević, Tijana Popović-Mlađenović, 
Ksenija Stevanović, Ivana Miladinović-Prica or Ana Kotevska, for example) penetrate 
deep into the poetic of authors in question, offering a broader understanding of cer-
tain aspects of the composition, but also giving very inspired, personal approaches to 
these works. These essays demonstrate both professional expertise, erudition and au-
thor's literary gift, making them some of the most exemplary new musicological writ-
ings of this genre in Serbia. The preservation of these contributions in this printed 
format becomes even more important in a situation when such written sources in 
Serbia are few and far between. Equally valuable is the “spoken word” of authors 
themselves – the questions posed by the moderator of these discussions Zorica 
Premate, led many composers to reveal intricacies of their creative process, their 
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unique approach to composition, and inspiration for their works. The sad realization 
that already four authors whose works were presented in the “New Sound Spaces 
Forum” and one musicologist are no longer with us (the panel about the work “Span-
ish suite/ Memories from the childhood” by Vlastimir Trajković was even held post-
humously, with a recorded interview with the author that was made earlier for Radio 
Belgrade) is another reason to cherish the immediacy and genuineness of these inter-
views and unique opportunity to preserve these fleeting moments in our music his-
tory.  
The only technical imperfections of this publication – the incomplete content list at 
the beginning, which does not include all the information about the participants, 
writers of essays or performers who were interviewed during these forums, but only 
names of composers and titles of their compositions – is amended in the introduction 
of every event.   
With her inexhaustible dedication to contemporary music, Ivana Stefanović and 'her' 
Centre for Music Action have found the space for all this valuable information, just 
as they created space for new experiences, new interpretations, creativity and inspi-
ration encouraged by these forums. 
 
 
 
 
